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Jean Piaget has influenced cogni�ve theory with his theory of epistemology dealing with how children 
develop their concepts of space and �me.  The theory delineates a four-stage process of moving from 
sensori-motor to pre-opera�ons to concrete opera�ons and finally to formal opera�ons.  The 
developmental process is one of increasing complexity as the child internalizes and builds upon their 
concepts of space and �me.  It is almost as if they have a Spa�al Acquisi�on Device (SAD), similar to 
Noam Chomsky’s LAD – Language Acquisi�on Device.  

One of Piaget’s most important discoveries is the concept of object permanence in which the child 
begins to understand that an object exists even when it cannot be viewed.  Prior to object permanence 
when an object is removed from a child’s sight, it no longer exists.  This acquisi�on of object permanence 
occurs in the first two years of life during a child’s sensori-motor stage of cogni�ve development.  The 
child develops the sense of being as having a permanent existence physically.  So just as the child has 
learned about three dimensions physically through movement in the first two-years of life, the child 
begins a journey of internalizing how they learn about dimensionality over the next three stage of 
Piaget’s theory in moving from one dimension to two dimensions and finally to three-dimensional space. 

Piaget invented a very unique experiment to test for this acquisi�on called “conserva�on experiments” 
in which he devised experiments for one dimension (number), two-dimensions (area), and three-
dimensions (volume) (see the following chart).

Dimensionality Conserva�on Experiment Stage of Piaget’s Theory
0 Dimension Object Permanence Sensori-Motor
1 Dimension Number Pre-Opera�onal
2 Dimensions Area Concrete Opera�onal
3 Dimensions Volume Formal Opera�ons

  

This acquisi�on is invariant, it may occur at different ages for children but they are not going to go from 
object permanence to area before going to number, for example.  Recent research has demonstrated 
that Piaget’s stages may occur a bit earlier than suggested by the theory, but the invariance of spa�al 
dimensionality has not been challenged.  This is an important discovery since it could lead us to a Spa�al 
Acquisi�on Device (SAD), which has implica�ons in how we interpret the world.   Are our brains pre-
wired to interpret the world within three-dimensions and if so what could be the next logical step in 
understanding the rela�onship between space and �me.  


